
Thé reciprocal.  
Based in G=T  

« My daddy. And the circus.  
F-fY/E. Thé unique Q in Subatomic mass to weight.  

 
Pressure systems. UT w  
Uniform energy. Cancer forms in Vision.  

 ם
6.Г°of thé left eye, hyperglycémie cells pollute as outer sugar levels in sunlight (force fields) 
collide under (1) system weight. Based in psychology to hydro nucleic acids found in thé 
membrane to hydroglynemic index cultures based on levels of unique energy intensified by (1). 
Mass of energy inherits through rotational effects of consciousness under negative force 
influences under gravitational rotations of the human axis. [OD].  
 
In subatomitry.  Its the [c] vertical measurement of opposing systems (force by chemical 
reactions).  The aerial pressure squared under the Retinal cell.  
 
6 (a) 1r° s-g 
(Me). Thé mass of energy hormonal imbalance with neutral resource concentrations under one 
level of thé eye to control bases of nitrogen levels. This is in the human retinal cell to the form 
breathing given gravitational pulls of exerted energy. What releases into the air is estrogen or 
hormonal imbalances in need of nourishment. Thé left eye inherits these degrees and if in thé 
back distributes it. By basis subject consecutive or parallel makeup of the human cells. Because 
of thé bloodstream.  
 
6r° ¼  
In G=I 
Based on these chemical weights to réfractions. In the bloodstream. Oxygen levels to oxidized 
cancer cells (red velocity to red ratio) of thé electromagnetic spectrum to white light under 
system control and aerial radiation, elevated in the back at unique measurements to fY^I light 
spectrum.  Red blood cells over white is where cells break- (1) Sex organs to bloods cells. (2) 
Distortion of eye sight is the same. (3) Because of the pituitary gland, and of her ovaries. 
 

● Sleep cycles - water densities of the human muscular systems (eye related).  
● Radiations - water hypersensitive nucleic acids [si] -i in the human cell to nervous 

system pénétrations (ф) in thé air :polluted fields of corruption.  
 

The cure for cancer is found in quantomy of living organisms and their mass degree 
units in the spatial relationship between right and left brain, gravity and the halogens that 
evolve into the body (suv vertex).. starting in the retinal cell ..And in the human voice.  

According to energy Hydrations.  
Massivity over fY^I base control I. Hydrogen.  

E/яZ= cן 



 
D=G 

perception to chloride.  


